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A riverine park and a catalyst for urban regeneration in east London

1.4 - Context: The Fatwalk
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The design of the Fatwalk aims to celebrate an engineered landscape and transform the perception of a rough industrial setting into
a park. The use of green elements and the introduction of public spaces symbolise the change from an industrial back land into a
park for East London.

The design proposals and their over-arching principles aim to deliver a coherent and consistent design language that gives the
Fatwalk a recognisable identity. It is the interaction of all the elements that leads to an understanding of the Fatwalk as a whole
that at the same time reflects the multitude of the Valley. The over-arching design principles refer to the industrial heritage and
character of the area, utilising a language of concrete, steel, gravel and timber and transforming those into attractive, positive park
transformation of a working landscape into a new public realm. The importance of Phase 1 of the Park
elements. As a destination, the Fatwalk design combines
the enhancement
of interesting places and views which already exist Twelvetrees
Crossing
catalysed by the introduction of proposed new spaces - to transform the route into an engaging and cultural journey, and to support
is magnified by its connecting responsibility for the 2012 Olympic Games. The commission included
the surrounding neighbourhoods with a variety of amenities. The phase 1 projects begin the process of creating a chain of special
scoping and identifying the first phase route, including a number of new pedestrian and cycle
places which react to site specific opportunities and facilitate a multitude of activities within the Lower Lea Valley.

Uniformity and

bridges.

1. surface - unifying gravel and iconic footpaths

2. edges - river edge and unique fences

Poplar Reach
Twelvetrees
Crossing

3. seating - unique, site-specific arrangements

Poplar Reach

4. trees - valley-scale markers and soothing canopies

5. vertical structures - bridges, beacon follies, bird towers

6. signage - integrated in paving, edges, structures
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The strongest element of continuity in the Valley is without a doubt
the river Lea itself. It forms the topographical centre of the Lea River
Valley and indicates the main direction. The Fatwalk is in constant
dialogue with the river; always trying to get as close as possible to the
river but developing a dynamic on its own. The visual and perceived
continuity of the Fatwalk is not achieved with one single design
element. Continuity - and with it a sense of identity - is the a result of
the interaction of multiple layers of design elements, all contributing
to a perceived landscape image.
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fatwalk stage d
Bats
Swift

Tree and house sparrow

House Martin

Under bridges or attached
to walls and bird towers, in
a sheltered and shaded
location. Unobstructed access required. Preferably
5m above ground level.

Attached to walls or towers, under shelter of eaves
or vertical overhangs.
Requires a minimum of
5m uninterrupted vertical
space below nest.

In an elevated position on
a strong structure or post/
platform within dense
shrub/tree planting.

Wryneck

This bat tube meets the
characteristic behavioural
requirements of the types
of bats that inhabit buildings. It will be installed on
external walls or on bird
towers – either on or behind any mesh no less than
4 metres above ground.
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Great-, blue-, marsh-,
coal and crested tit
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Black Redstart
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Wagtail

Boxes will be xed 3m from
the ground within the shelter of climbers.

Wren

Robin

Boxes will be placed in
close proximity to any biodiverse green roofs or wasteland habitat. Attached to
designed walls, structures,
building facade etc. 3m
from the ground within the
shelter of climbers. Not to
be hung on trees/shrubs
due to potential predators.

bird towers and habitat creation

Linear Park - Poplar trees and bird towers assist in wayfinding

0m

Higher use by robins if
placed
1-1.5m
above
ground preferably in moist/
shady area.
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Insects boxes will be attached to sunny facades,
protected from wind and
rain, and walls sheltered by
climbers.
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bespoke paving and furniture

